TO: Fred Bailey <Fred.Bailey@wscc.nt.ca>, Morton, Tim (AADNC/AANDC)
<tim.morton@canada.ca>, ClintAmbrose <Clint_Ambrose@gov.nt.ca>,
Brandon Bradbury <Brandon_Bradbury@gov.nt.ca>, Anila Jokela <
ajokela@wlwb.ca>, Ellen Reyes < ereyes@wlwb.ca>, Robert_Eno@gov.nt.ca;
Heather Beck <Heather_Beck@gov.nt.ca>
CC: Michael J Byron <mbyron@nighthawkgold.com>, Lorraine Dupuis
<ldupuis@nighthawkgold.com>, Barbara Evans <evans.lands@gmail.com>, John Walther
jwalther@geominex.com, John Nicholson jnicholson@geominex.com
FROM: William Waychison
DATE: April 25, 2020
RE: 200425 Nighthawk Fuel Report for Colomac - ( NWT Land Use Permit Licenses: Class A,
Number W2018C0007 & LUP: W2018X0006; and, Water Use Permit Licenses W2018L2-0002
and W2018L2-0003 - Type B)
This memo report summarizes and photo-documents the fuel inventory at Nighthawk Gold Corp’s
Colomac camp upon suspension of drilling activities due to the Covid-19 pandemic and closing of the
Colomac camp on April 5, 2020. We are not aware of any site personnel having contracted Covid-19,
however these measures were taken to ensure the safety and wellbeing of all personnel at site, as well
as the surrounding communities. It also ensured our site personnel were not stranded and were able to
return to their homes when scheduled crew changes were to be conducted later during April.
The photo-documentation and data were captured between April 1 and 5, 2020. A preliminary email
memo notice announcing the pending closure of the Colomac Camp, less photo-documentation, was
sent to Tim Morton et al, via email March 30, 2020. That notice described the closing condition of the
Colomac camp and drill locations, and included an Excel format file listing 2020 completed and in
progress diamond drill holes, attitudes, and UTM locations, etc. The Colomac camp was essentially
closed to assure regulations and our LUP were followed as if it was the end of the season. This would
protect the integrity of
equipment, camp, and the
environment. It is not
certain at present when
this temporary suspension
of activities will be lifted
and if Colomac would reopen in 2020. An aerial
view of the Colomac camp
at the 2020 closing date is
depicted within Figure 1.
Figure 1 Aerial view of
Colomac camp enclosed within
electric bear fence prior to
April 6 2020 closure
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All full drums of Nighthawk
fuel have been consolidated at
the Colomac airstrip staging
area where they are retained
within two berms. Diesel and
(red) gasoline drums, are
located within the large berm,
while Jet B fuel is stored
within the smaller of the two
berms (Figure 2). The drums
shown within the center of the
staging area (Figure 2) are
empty and were awaiting
return to Yellowknife. Those
drums which were not sent to
Yellowknife for lack of space
were stored as double-stacked
horizontal
empty
drums
within the large berm prior to
the final flight on April 5,
2020 (Figure 3).
Figure 2 Aerial view of staging area with Nighthawk's full fuel drums consolidated
within two berms (April 2020)

Figure 3 Remaining empty drums not shipped to Yellowknife were double-stacked within the larger berm. (200405)
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Diesel and gasoline are positioned vertical within the larger berm with bungs placed at 3 and 9 o’clock
to prevent water entry (Figure 4), while the Jet B is placed horizontal with bungs positioned at 3 and 9
o’clock (Figure 5 & 6).

Figure 4 Vertical positioned diesel
drums within large berm with bungs
set at 3 and 9 o’clock (April 2020)

Figure 5 (left) Small berm at staging area with Jet B
drums horizontal with bungs at 3 and 9 o'clock (April
2020)

Figure 6(right) Small berm with Jet B drums horizontal with bungs at 3 and 9 o'clock (April 2020)
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Other fuel drums outside of the berms and generally buried in the snow, are located along the north
side of the staging area (behind the government white truck). These drums belong to Tlicho/CARD or
are contained within three metal storage containers and belong to Federal government inspectors with
Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada (AANDC). Nighthawk Gold Corp accepts no
responsible for the placement, or state of third-party fuel drums stored on the Colomac property.
A total of 10 full 100 lb propane cylinders are located at the Colomac staging area (Table 1). The
cylinders are vertical, on a wooden platform, and corralled and secured with a ratchet strap to the
western storage unit located at the staging area.
The amount of Nighthawk’s different fuel types stored at the staging upon closing of Colomac camp
on April 5, 2020 is summarized in Table 1. Table 2 records fuel purchased by Nighthawk Gold Corp
and stored in Yellowknife as time did not permit transporting all to Colomac.
Table 1 Summary of Nighthawk fuel at Colomac camp Airstrip staging area. (data collected April 5, 2020)

Fuel Type
Large Berm
Gasoline (2020)
Diesel (2019)
Diesel (2020)
Total Large Berm

Amount
(all standing)
6 drums
98 drums
163 drums
267 drums

Small Berm
Jet B fuel (2019)
Jet B fuel (2020)
Total Small Berm

(all horizontal)
67 drums
24 drums
91 drums

On Pallets
Propane

(tanks corralled next to western staging shed)
10 x 100 lb tanks

Table 2 Summary of Nighthawk fuel stored in Yellowknife (data collected April 5,2020)

Fuel Stored in Yellowknife
Diesel (2020)
Jet B (2020)

66 drums
73 drums

Table 3 Opened fuel drums stored within large berm (data collected April 5,2020)

Fuel Type
Fuel marked for Incinerator
gasoline
26 empty drums

Amount
3 full diesel drums and 4 partial P50 drums
1 partial drum
Previous described and illustrated in Figure 3
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In addition to fuel listed in Tables 1 and 2, repurposed fuel drums (marked for incinerator), partial
drums, and empty drums are contained with the large berm at the staging area (Table 3). Other than
the empty drums (Figure 3), these full and partial drums are positioned vertical with bungs positioned
at 3 and 9 o’clock to prevent water contamination.
Fuel located within the Colomac camp are from end use locations, and as such include partial
drums/cylinders; they are not included within the above inventory Tables 1 through 3.
All diesel drums at the Colomac camp, which
were connected to the heating stoves have been
disconnected. Drums are removed from their
saddle stands, positioned vertical, fully closed
and sealed (Figure 7). The drums are tilted to
shed surface water away from the bung areas.
These drums have been arranged to be not
more than 25 percent full. Hoses and taps to the
diesel drums are removed and placed within
their secondary catchment container within the
respective tent / building. All Toyo stoves are
removed and stored in our locked sea can. No
fuel drums are connected to any stoves.
All doors to tents and buildings are secured and
either key locked or screw-shut.
In addition, where camp appliances at the
Colomac Camp use propane; the partial 100 lb
cylinders remain vertical at their end use
location, but are closed shut, and remain
secured to the wall/frame of the building with Figure 7 Diesel fuel drums within Colomac camp stored
metal strapping. These cylinders are not included vertical behind end use buildings with bungs closed and
within the inventory reported in Table 1 as they sealed. (April 2020)
are partial cylinders.
The bear fence at the Colomac camp remains operative and was transitioned to solar power before
camp closure and departure April 5, 2020. Nighthawk anticipates re-opening the Colomac camp,
however due to the Covid-19 pandemic, it is not certain at closure when the Colomac camp will
reopen.
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Other Inventory at the Colomac Staging Area
In addition to the fuel, a few additional items are stored at the staging apron near the Colomac airstrip
in preparation for eventual reopening of exploration on the Indin Lake Property. These items include
sealed crates of calcium chloride drill salt, and skids of new NQ-sized core boxes. An inventory of
these materials is summarized within Table 4.
The (calcium chloride) drill salt is stored in large and small wood crates, located left (i.e. West) of the
core boxes shown in Figure 8. The salt arrives in sealed plastic bags of approximately 50 lbs each and
is protected from the elements by the wooden crates that were screw-shut sealed prior to the departure
of the last drillers on April 4, 2019.

Figure 8 Image of several black
tarp-covered pallets of core boxes
located along the north side of the
staging area at the Colomac
Airstrip. Creates of drill salt are
located to the left and off image.
(200405)

Table 4 Summary of Non-fuel materials stored at Colomac staging area

Material
Core boxes
Drill Salt
(calcium chloride)

No skids / crates
32 small skids
Total

Units per skid
/container
180

No Units

Quantity

5,760

23,040 m

235 bags

11,750 lbs

Storage of Drill Equipment
The drill equipment used at Colomac is the property of Major Drilling Group International Inc. and
comprises two LD 250 mobile drills (Bradley type) and two mobile VD 3000 rigs, along with all
ancillary equipment.
Prior to closing of the Colomac Camp on April 5, 2020, all drills received routine maintenance, had oil
changed, and were disassembled for long term storage. Donald Lafrance, Major drill foreman, oversaw
all maintenance, closing, and storage operations. While some drill equipment was stored in one of
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several of the sheds located within the
Colomac camp, or in the case of drill casing
etc., flat staked in bundles along the southern
peripheral of the Colomac electric fence
(Figure 1), most drill equipment was stored
along the edge of an elevated area of broken
waste rock overlooking the Colomac Camp
(Figure 9, 10 and 11).

Figure 9 Aerial view of long term storage area of drill
equipment overlooking Colomac Camp. NB “Big Blue”
butler building situated between storage area and
camp. (April 2020)

Figure 10 Long term storage of drill shack and some of the equipment (April 2020)
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Figure 11 Long term storage of drill equipment overlooking camp. Equipment is
positioned on timbers. Aquamarine coloured area to left of equipment is side of “Big
Blue” butler building below. (April 2020)

All drill equipment is generally stored on timbers so as it will not be frozen to the ground if it must be
relocated during winter conditions.
An updated finalized copy of the Nighthawk Gold Corp 2020 Drill Summary Final accompanies this
memo report as an Excel format file and tables all completed 2020 diamond drill holes, their final and
proposed hole labels, UTM collar locations, attitudes, final and proposed depths, sample numbers, and
water sources. Previously submitted plans remain accurate for the completed holes with sites
referenced by either the final or proposed hole labels.

Respectfully,

for Nighthawk Gold Corp.
William Waychison, M.Sc.A., P.Geo.
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2020 DRILL HOLE SUMMARY FINAL

Finalized
Description (final hole
label)

Start

Stop

Zone

Proposed Hole #

C20-02
C20-01

Leta Arm

Diversified
DV20-01
DV20-01B
DV20-02

Colomac

UTM Northing

Elev'tn
(m)

Collar
Azim

Collar
DIP

Final EOH
(m)

Proposed
EOH (m)*

(NAD 83 Zone 11N)
N.B. Recent Changes are in Yellow
Convention: EOH: 213.01 = completed hole; 213 = proposed hole or hole in progress

UPDATE: 20-04-26

Colomac

UTM Easting

No of
Samples

Comment

Water Source

Rig #3 - "SDD129" - VD3000; Priority 1
Rig #4 - "SDD131" - VD3000; Priority 1

Baton Lake
Baton Lake

NOTE: Collars surveyed but subject to minor adjustments prior to drilling.

2020-03-23
2020-03-20

2020-03-31

2020-04-01

Zone 3.5
Zone 1.5

2020-03-13
2020-03-17
2020-03-13

2020-03-17
2020-03-21
2020-03-18

Diversified
Diversified
Diversified

P20-03
P20-18

591564.343
591937.619

7140922.004
7143305.793

374.775
357.890

108
90

-75
-65

684.01
849.01

700
800

722
619

PDV20-01
PDV20-01B
PDV20-02

586707.734
586707.734
586467.025

7129139.906
7129139.906
7129078.962

284.384
284.384
271.219

280
280
100

-50
-60
-65

315.01
363.01
387.46

300
350
400

238
298
255

Completed DDHs:

2

1533.02

1500

1341

Diversified
#3 Zone
North Inca
Leta Arm Totals

Completed DDHs:

3

1065.48

1050

791

Completed DDHs:

0

Completed DDHs:

0

Completed DDHs:

3

Treasure Island

Completed DDHs:

0

TOTALS

Completed DDHs:

5

2598.5

2550

2132

* proposed drilling total was 25,000 to 30,000+ metres
NOTE: Collar locations maybe adjusted after surveying and prior to commencement of drilling.

Rig #1; "SDD117" - LD250
Rig #1; "SDD117" - LD250
ICE DDH; Rig #3 - "SDD129" - VD3000
Drilling Started: March 13, 2020

Drilling Ended: April 1, 2020

Leta Arm
Leta Arm
Leta Arm

